Sharp Real Estate Solutions

One of the leading electronics companies in the world brings you various award-winning products
with the latest technology. See how Sharp can help you grow your business.

PCI Air Purifiers

Multimedia Projectors

Digital Signage

Fax-Based Multifunction

Colour Multifunction

Black/White Multifunction

Helping You Sell More. Quickly.

At Sharp we know you spend most of your time on call, on the road, or on the go. You certainly don’t have the time and money to
continually go to that expensive print shop down the road. That doesn’t mean you can do without professional quality collateral material.

Let Sharp help you with the flexibility and efficiency of
in-house colour printing. Print vibrant sales documents and
proposals on the fly while reducing your overall print costs.

Colour at the Speed of Business
The housing market changes quickly. Print documents when
YOU need them with the flexibility of being able to personalize
your sales material and proposals. Grab and retain your
customers’ attention with the power of Sharp Colour!

Close the Sale Even Quicker.
It’s more than just printing!
•S
 can and Email your double-sided agreements/
contracts with fast Scan2 technology
•P
 rint straight from and scan directly to your USB
memory device
• Convert paper documents into editable computer files

Reduce Office Costs with these Powerful Features
• Powerful finishing with no increase in floor space
• Direct incoming faxes to an email address and save on paper
• Reduce paper usage by receiving double-sided faxes

Ask us how and see what happens

The Sharp Experience

The Sharp Experience Commitment
Sharp is a proud company that has operated on a basis
of mutual respect with the world, nature and mankind.
The Sharp Experience was developed in Canada as a
sincere business approach that separates Sharp from the
competition. It is everything a customer should expect from
a friendship – trust, dependability, accountability and flexibility,
all within a fun and supportive professional environment.

Leading the Way to Environmental Responsibility
At Sharp we are committed to being an environmentally
responsible company in every aspect of our day-to-day
business. An ISO 14001 registered company; we strive to lead
environmental initiatives within our business and community.

